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ARCHIPLAN
With smaller and larger spaces in mind.

The compact ARCHIPLAN series is a flexible fit for your needs, especially where spaces is limited. 

Countertop or wall hung washbasin, 
60,5x28x12 cm, without overflow, 
with tap hole, glossy white

7406B003-0294

Countertop washbasin,
60,5x38x12 cm, without overflow, 
glossy white

7404B003-0016

Countertop or wall hung washbasin, 
60x38x12 cm, without overflow, 
with tap hole, glossy white

7401B003-0041



Countertop washbasin,
54,5x40x17 cm, without overflow, 
black matt

7427B083-0016

Countertop washbasin,
54,5x40x17 cm, without overflow, 
glossy white 

7427B003-0016
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Countertop washbasin,
60x38x14 cm, without overflow, 
glossy white 

4423B003-0016

Countertop washbasin,
54,5x43x17 cm,without overflow, 
with tap hole, glossy white

7428B003-0041

Countertop washbasin,
59,5x39,5x17 cm, without overflow, 
glossy white 

7425B003-0016

GEO
Countertop washbasins perfect for every bathroom. 

Modern forms of washbasins with curved edges, is not only a unique design, 
but also convenience and safety of use.



Countertop washbasin,
55x38x13,5 cm, without overflow, 
glossy white 

SHIFT
High quality in your interior.

The simple form of the washbasins easily adapts to interiors of various styles. Suitable dimensions ensure 
comfortable use. 

Wall-hung WC pan 48x36 cm, glossy white

5505B003-0101

Wall-hung WC pan 52x36 cm, glossy white

5507B003-0101

WC seat, soft-closing, glossy white

77-003-009

Bulit-in installation washbasin, 55x45 cm, 
without overflow, with tap hole, glossy white

5465B003-0001

S20
The S20 series is a simple way to a quality bathroom design.

It guarantees optimal use of space and the universal style of the S20 series is suitable for both 
public and private interiors. 
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Bulit-in installation washbasin, 52,5x47,5 cm, 
without overflow, with tap hole, glossy white

5468B003-0001



VALARTE
Classicizing forms in a modern way. 

Decorative details give the VALARTE series a unique character. Thanks to them, the interior will 
acquire original style and the equipment itself will become an interesting accent of the space. 

Wall-hung washbasin 79,5x53 cm, 
with overflow, with tap hole, glossy white

7802B003-0001

Wall-hung WC pan 54x35,5 cm,
rimless, glossy white

7805B003-0075

WC seat, slim, soft-closing,
quick release, glossy white

124-003R009
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SENTO
Created with your comfort in mind.

The SENTO series offers solutions that will take care of your comfort. Appropriately wide shapes 
will ensure full satisfaction with the use of products from this collection. Their form guarantees space 
saving and a perfect fit in the room.  
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Wall-hung WC pan 49,5x36 cm, 
rimless, glossy white

7747B003-0075

Wall-hung WC pan 54x36,5 cm,  
integrated thermostatic bidet valve, 
rimless, glossy white

7748B003-7211
Wall-hung WC pan 54x36,5 cm, 
rimless, glossy white

7748B003-0075

Wall-hung WC pan 54x36,5 cm,
rimless, black matt

7748B083-0101

Wall-hung bidet 54x36,5 cm, 
with overflow, with tap hole, 
glossy white

4338B003-1046

WC seat,slim,soft-closing, 
quick release, black matt

120-083R009

WC seat,slim,soft-closing, 
quick release, glossy white

120-003R009



Wall-hung bidet, 54x35,5 cm, 
with overflow, with tap hole, 
glossy white

7042B003-0288

WC seat,slim,soft-closing, 
quick release, glossy white

110-003R019

Wall-hung WC pan, 50x35,5 cm, 
rimless, glossy white

7040B003-0075

Wall-hung WC pan, 54,5x35,5 cm, 
integrated thermostatic bidet valve, 
rimless, glossy white

7041B003-7211
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INTEGRA 
Modern design - simple form.

Thanks to the additional features of INTEGRA series WC pans that make it easier to take care of hygiene, 
keeping clean becomes easier. The rounded shapes are elegance in its pure form, which you can easily 
match with the rest of your bathroom equipment 

Wall-hung WC pan, 54,5x35,5 cm, 
rimless, glossy white

7041B003-0075



Wall-hung bidet, 54x36,5 cm, 
with overflow, with tap hole, 
glossy white

7083B003-0288

WC seat,slim,soft-closing, 
quick release, glossy white

191-003R009

Wall-hung WC pan, 54,5x36,5 cm, 
rimless, glossy white

7082B003-0075

Wall-hung WC pan, 54,5x36,5 cm, 
integrated thermostatic bidet valve, 
rimless, glossy white

7082B003-7211

INTEGRA square
Design for contemporary spaces.

More rectangular forms of pans, are ideal for modernist interiors and users with exceptional taste, 
following current trends. 
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METROPOLE
New technology close to you.

V-CARE INTELLIGENT wall-hung WC pan,
60x38 cm, WC seat included, rimless, glossy white

5674B003-6194

METROPOLE washing pan is an innovative solution for sophisticated users. Simple, delicate shapes 
will give the interior a more contemporary atmosphere, while keeping its elegant character, and 
cutting-edge systems will make it easier to take care of cleanliness and hygiene in your bathroom.
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V-CARE 
SYSTEM

Design and technology that takes care of you. 

Hygiene standard higher 
than ever before... 

» Touchless cleanliness
» Space saving by using two products simultaneously
» Regulated water and WC seat temperature
» The newest cleaning, drying and refreshing system
» All features available from the remote control panel
» Easy and hygienic cleaning with Rim-ex solution
» Innovative solution for opening and closing the WC seat
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WASHING FROM BEHIND 

5 LEVELS 
OF WATER PRESSURE 

PULSE JET OSCILLATORY MOTION 
OF THE NOZZLE

WASHING FROM FRONT 

Details customized 
to your needs... 

The movable washing nozzle is designed so that the user can take care of 
his hygiene with maximum comfort. It has five levels of water temperature 
and an adjustable outflow stream. By changing the overhang, you will 
adjust its position to make it comfortable for you. 
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A built-in dryer with 
five temperature levels 
allows you to quickly 
and gently dry your 
body after washing.

An air purifying func-
tion supported by deo-
dorizing filters remo-
ves unwanted odors 
from the environment. 

Drying

Filters
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HEATED WC SEAT

RIM-EX
RIM-EX rimless WC pans prevent the spread 
of bacteria and dirt. Thanks to their innovative 
design, RIM-EX WC pans are easy to clean for 
maximum hygiene.

VITRA
INNOVATIONS

1. RIMLESS SURFACE EASY TO CLEAN
- no rim where dirt and germs accumulate
- shape of WC pan designed to facilitate efficient flushing

2. WATER OUTLET
- no hole where bacteria can grow
- precise water flow

3. WATER DIVIDER
- removable part for easy cleaning

VS
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ARKITEKT

Urinal 31,5x31 cm, top water inlet, 
glossy white

6202B003-0198

Urinal 31,5x31 cm, back water inlet, 
glossy white

6201B003-0199
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Convenience of use.
Vitra urinals for easy hygiene. 

PRODUCTS 
FOR DISABLED

Wall-hung WC pan, 70x35,5 cm,
glossy white

5813B003-0075

WC seat, soft-closing, 
glossy white

84-003-019

Wall-hung washbasin, 60x54,5 cm,
with overflow, with tap hole, 
glossy white

5289B003-0001

Ergonomic and comfortable equipment.   
Products for the disabled are a series focused on providing comfort in bathroom use and adapt 
to the special needs of the user with limited mobility. 
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VITRA
MIXERS
modern design,
unique character



Basin mixer, single handle,
tall, chrome

A42557

Basin mixer, single handle,
low, chrome

A42556

ORIGIN
Classic chrome

Bulit-in basin mixer, single handle, 
chrome
* concealed part A42230 required

A42581

Shower set chrome
* built-in bath/shower mixer 
* shower head Ø25cm 
* connection pipe 35cm 
* handshower set 
* built-in handshower outlet 
*concealed part A41949
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ZESTAW3-ORIGIN 



ORIGIN

Built-in thermostatic bath/shower mixer, 
single handle, chrome
* concealed part A42263 required

A42671

Floor-mounted bathtub mixer,
single handle,with handshower set, 
chrome
* floor element included

A42681

Bath/shower mixer,
single handle, chrome

A42619

Built-in bath/shower mixer,
single handle, chrome
* concealed part A41949 required

A42620
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Bidet mixer, single handle, 
chrome

A42559



Basin mixer, single handle,
tall, copper

A4255726

Basin mixer, single handle,
low, copper

A4255626

ORIGIN
Modern copper shine

Built-in basin mixer, single handle,
 copper
* concealed part A42230 required

A4258126

Shower set copper
* built-in bath/shower mixer 
* shower head Ø30cm 
* connection pipe 35cm 
* handshower set 
* built-in handshower outlet 
* concealed part A41949
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ZESTAW4-ORIGIN 



ORIGIN

Built-in thermostatic bath/shower mixer, 
single handle, copper
* concealed part A42263 required

A4267126

Bath/shower mixer,
single handle, copper

A4261926

Built-in bath/shower mixer,
single handle, copper
* concealed part A41949 required

A4262026
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Bidet mixer, single handle, 
copper

A4255926

Floor-mounted bathtub mixer,
single handle,with handshower set, 
copper
* floor element included

A4268126



BATHROOM ACCESRORIES

Liquid soap dispenser holder, copper

A4489226

Bathrobe holder, copper

A4488426

WC brush holder, freestanding, copper

A4489326

WC brush holder, wall-mounted, copper

A4489426

Liquid soap dispenser, copper

A4489126

Roll holder with cover, copper

A4488826

Towel holder 45cm, copper

A4488626

Roll holder, copper

A4488726
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ROOT R
Your ultimate contemporary bathroom

Basin mixer, single handle,
low, chrome

A42705EXP

Basin mixer, single handle,
tall, chrome

A42707EXP

Built-in basin mixer, single handle,
chrome
* concealed part A42230 required

A42721EXP

Shower set chrome
* built-in bath/shower mixer 
* shower head Ø25cm 
* connection pipe 35cm 
* handshower set 
* built-in handshower outlet 
* concealed part A41949
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ZESTAW5-ROOT R 



Bath/shower mixer,
single handle, chrome

A42725EXP

Built-in shower mixer, 
single handle, chrome
* concealed part A41949 required

A42727EXP

Bidet mixer, single handle, chrome

A42724EXP

Shower mixer, single handle, chrome

A42726EXP
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Floor-mounted bathtub mixer,
single handle,with handshower set, 
chrome
* floor element included

A42741EXP



Basin mixer, single handle,
low, gold

A4270523EXP

ROOT R
Minimalist design, stylish details

Built-in basin mixer, single handle,
gold
* concealed part A42230 required

A4272123EXP

Basin mixer, single handle,
tall, gold

A4270723EXP

Shower set gold
* built-in bath/shower mixer 
* shower head Ø30cm 
* connection pipe 35cm 
* handshower set 
* built-in handshower outlet 
* concealed part A41949
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ZESTAW6-ROOT R 



Bath/shower mixer,
single handle, chrome
A4272523EXP

Shower mixer, single handle, gold

A4272623EXP

Built-in shower mixer, 
single handle, gold
* concealed part A41949 required

A4272723EXP

Bidet mixer, single handle, gold

A4272423EXP
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Floor-mounted bathtub mixer,
single handle,with handshower set, 
gold
* floor element included

A4274123EXP



MINIMAX S

Basin mixer, single handle,
low, chrome

A41984EXP

Basin mixer, single handle,
tall, chrome

A41990EXP

Shower set chrome
* built-in bath/shower mixer 
* shower head Ø25cm 
* connection pipe 35cm 
* handshower set 
* built-in handshower outlet 
* concealed part A41949
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A maximum of good design

ZESTAW7-MINIMAX 

Bidet mixer, single handle, chrome

A41988EXP

Bath/shower mixer, single handle, 
chrome

A41994EXP

Built-in shower mixer, 
single handle, chrome
* concealed part A41949 required

A42210EXP

Shower mixer, single handle, shower

A41996EXP



SOLID S

Basin mixer, single handle, 
chrome

A42440EXP

Bath/shower mixer, single handle, 
chrome

A42444EXP

Shower mixer, single handle, 
chrome

A42445EXP



SHOWER columns

Aquaheat Joy 220 thermostatic 
shower column, chrome

A47200EXP

Aquaheat Bliss 240 2F thermostatic 
shower column, copper

A4720526EXP

Aquaheat Bliss 240 2F thermostatic 
shower column, black matt

A4720536EXP

SHOWER sets

Shower set on a rail, 
3F showerhand, 150 cm hose, 
gold

A4570223EXP

Shower set on a rail, 
3F showerhand, 150 cm hose, 
chrome

A45691EXP

Shower set on a rail, 
1F showerhand, 150 cm hose, 
chrome

A45693EXP

Shower set on a rail, 
3F showerhand, 150 cm hose, 
copper

A4574326EXP
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Handshower set with shower handle,
150 cm hose, gold

A4562323EXP

Handshower set with shower handle,
150 cm hose, copper

A4554326

Handshower set with shower handle,
150 cm hose, black matt

A4554336

HANDSHOWERS

3F handshower set with shower 
handle, 150 cm hose, chrome

A45690EXP

1F handshower set with shower 
handle, 150 cm hose, chrome

A45692EXP

3F handshower set with shower 
handle, 150 cm hose, gold

A4562723WSA
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HANDSHOWER outlets

Built-in handshower outlet, 
chrome

A45223

Built-in handshower outlet, 
with handle, copper

A4262526

Built-in handshower outlet,
with handle, chrome

A42625

Built-in handshower outlet, 
gold

A4522323



LITE square shower head,
40x40 cm, chrom

A45645EXP

LITE round shower head,
40 cm, chrome

A45646EXP

LITE square shower head,
30x30 cm, chrome

A45673EXP

LITE round shower head, 
30 cm, chrome

A45674EXP

VICHY round shower head, 
25 cm, chrome

A45638EXP

SHOWER heads

Round shower head,
30 cm, gold

A4567423EXP

Round shower head,
30 cm, copper

A4563826

CONNECTION pipes

Connection pipe 10 cm, 
ceiling mounted, chrome

A45649

Connection pipe 30 cm, 
ceiling mounted, chrome

A45650

Connection pipe 35 cm, 
wall mounted, chrome

A45652

Connection pipe 33,5 cm, 
wall mounted, gold

A4263123

Connection pipe 35 cm, 
wall mounted, gold

A4565223

Connection pipe 33,5 cm, 
wall mounted, copper

A4263126



CLICK - CLACK plugs

MOUNTING elements

Waste set, universal, push-open, gold

A4514923

Waste set, universal, push-open, copper

A4514926EXP

Built-in basin mixer concealed part

A42230

Built-in bath/shower mixer 
concealed part

A41949EXP

V-Box built-in thermostatic shower 
mixer concealed part

A42263
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FRAMES

WC pan concealed cistern set
h.112 x w.50 x d.12 cm

762-5800-01

Bidet frame 
h.112 x w.50 x d.10,8 cm

780-5800

Urinal frame
h.112 x w.50 x d.11 cm

780-3800



CONTROL panels
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SIRIUS chrome
740-0480

ORIGIN white glass
740-1600

ORIGIN black glass
740-1601

SIRIUS gold
740-0424

LOOP R white
740-0600

LOOP R black matt
740-0611

LOOP O chrome
740-0580

LOOP O white
740-0500

LOOP O black matt
740-0511

SELECT stainless steel, gold
740-1120

SELECT white glass, 
chrome buttons
740-1100

SELECT black glass, 
chrome buttons
740-1101

PRODUCT COLORS MAY DIFFER FROM THOSE SHOWN IN THE VISUALS DUE TO LIMITATIONS IN THE PRINTING PROCESS. 

LOOP R chrome
740-0680
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